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Sophisticated Reporting Made Easy

Price

$295

/ Developer ∙ Year

Codeless Designing

Broad Data Connectivity

Create sophisticated reports and forms —
without memorizing arcane commands, writing
code, or learning SQL.

Query a wide range of data sources, including
relational databases, XML, CSV, TXT, and more.

Flexible Reports & Forms

Expansive File Formats

Display reports in various styles, ranging from
Grids and Graphs to sophisticated RichText and
Composite, with “drill-down” for granular details.

Save reports and export data in many popular file
formats, including PDF, HTML, XLSX, XML, CSV,
TXT, and more.

InfoMaker
InfoMaker is the powerful, easy-to-use, reporting tool for creating sophisticated reports and forms that drive intelligent
business decision-making.
InfoMaker unlocks your enterprise information and puts the most relevant data at your users’ fingertips. There’s no need to
wait for software engineers to create inflexible reports that your users can’t modify or “drill-down”.
Users rapidly create sophisticated reports through wizards and point-and-click query construction — InfoMaker transparently
creates all SQL statements behind-the-scenes for your chosen relational database.
And if you’re a PowerBuilder user, InfoMaker is a valuable add-on. It leverages existing DataWindows and provides end-users
the ability to create custom reports without having to modify your source code.

Key Reporting Capabilities
Utilize more than 100 functions in expressions for computed fields, filters, validation rules, and graphed data

Create a variety of reports and forms

·
·
·
·

Reports to view data
Forms to view and modify data
Pipelines to transfer data from one database to another
Queries to automatically retrieve data for reports or
forms
· Applications to bundle reports and forms to distribute

Manage your database easily

· Create tables, views, indexes, and keys through a
graphical user interface
· Extend attributes for columns in tables and store
information about columns for use in reports and forms
· Check column data against validation rules
· Manually manipulate SQL

Contact us

System Requirements
Desktop. Windows 7-10 and Windows Server 2008- 2016 (32-bit or 64-bit).

www.appeon.com

Database. ADO.NET, Native, and ODBC interfaces for accessing most leading
databases and versions. Please refer to product manuals for details.

info@appeon.com
+1.877.327.7366
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